
 





The SHOGUN stole the golden tail and used its power to besiege 
OSAKA CASTLE. He was unaware that the talisman would reveal 
his true nature, and his heart was evil ... 

The land rot lilo) monsters were summoned, Taal aCe) 
scattered the-stone in 3@ pieces, all over the doomed valley 
and the castle. 

It is said that the GOLDEN rie can be EE perhaps this 
time for good ...   



You play the ninja spy KITSUNE, that is on a mission 
to collect all 3@ pieces of the GOLDEN TAIL. 

Noe MT NeHG 
KITSUNE can perform KOGA Maaic that will allow him to 

CelK-)s) oerel MaKe aALom-Colale) amie mR a(O lam (-10 OC el mmo 

During the time he is invisible, he will move faster, 

jump higher and enemies or hazards like poisonous 

water won't hurt him. The magic can be used in 

CATE SA NTIMALOOLMUILO\ULCPMAU TAT LAT Pm TELL SLC ROL 

even mid-jump when KiTsuNE is on the air. All these 

moves will have different results, so it is vital to 
Tete M AN omUICLe}OMLAMe Ce TOMAS AATR eT LUCe  
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LOADING INSTRUCTIONS 

CP664, CPC6128 or CPC6128+ 
Insert the disk into the disk drive, bi RUN" goldent 
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The game can be controlled with the keyboard or a joystick. 

KEYBOARD Ale ATHieLG 
€=moveleft >=moveright <=moveleft ->=moveright 
A eae) ) N rere) ea Te Y =crouch 
Space = activate the magic Be RCN a) eeLoaN IRANI LeL 

H = pause/resume the game 

ESC = skip the intro/end the game  
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FLYING SKULL 
Tortured souls that roam the valley. They’re fast, but easy to 

EW eit 

WALKER 
Deceased that slowly walk the land as if they were still alive. 

NN ait = 
Giant bats that can be found in the caves. Some will wander 

around, others wait for prey to attack. 

KAPPA 
Imps that will try to Lure people into the poisonous water to 

devour them. 

ONT SAMURAI 
The elite soldiers of the SHoGUN, doomed to protect OSAKA CASTLE 

forever. They will use their demonic arts to stop any intruder. 

vt] Ta 
Ghosts of women that used to serve the SHOGUN. They can see 

the light of all living creatures and their touch is deadly.
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